
CS 6 德国Fortuna牌 削皮机

产品名称 CS 6 德国Fortuna牌 削皮机

公司名称 东莞市厚街钜楷鞋机店

价格 面议

规格参数 别名:铲皮机片薄机片皮机
品牌:德国Fortuna牌
型号:CS6

公司地址 东莞市厚街镇寮厦村S256省道旁21号铺位

联系电话 86-076985087117/85827186 13929215297

产品详情

multiple skiving machine

model cs 6

computer-controlled multiple skiving machine with
automatic calculation of skiving angle, data transfer / data
storage

multiple skiving machine for diversified applications in the
shoe and leather goods industries.

easy and quick programming, reduction of product costs
through data storage and data transfer, e.g. more flexible
production with respect to seasonal style changes and
guarantee of constant quality, independent of operator.

technical specifications

new programming system of machine, skiving angles are automatically calculatedsame skiving width independent of
leather thicknessautomatic adjustment of grinding wheel and bell knife, cbn grinding wheelstandard program / article
programdisplay and programmable control of all machine functionsdata transfer with ram card ensures same
production results on all machineseasy data storage on ram cardcontrol of skive sequence by keyboard or foot
pedalinfinitely variable electronic drive of feed roll, controlled by foot pedal



history

1903

albert hirth, father of the known aviators hellmuth and wolf hirth, and a swabian “leonardo da vinci“ founded the
general partnership fortuna werke. shortly after, the merchant emil lillienfein joins the company as a partner.

1906

nearly at the same time of the invention of the hirth-minimeter - a sensor lever meassuring device for precision
measurement - fortuna’s first precision grinding spindle is launched. moreover, fortuna further develops its skiving
machine.

1913

the general partnership fortuna werke albert hirth is changed into a limited liability company (gmbh). employees from
production, engineering and administration divisions are in leading and responsible positions.

1921

the production of the cold sawing machine is outsorced and transferred to a small factory in stuttgart-untertürkheim.
this factory is founded as a corporation.

1925

europe’s first cylindrical grinding machine is being presented and launched.

1928

fusion of the gmbh and ag to fortuna werke ag. both product programs of grinding and skiving machines as well as the
grinding spindles are further developed.

1945

after the company’s destruction by air raids, rebuilding begins and work is resumed once again. both product
programs for grinding and skiving machines as well as for grinding spindles are being improved and extended.

1953

a completely new leather skiving and splitting machine is being presented at the pirmasens fair and introduced to its
international visitors.

1965

inauguration of the new fortuna subsidiary plant in weil der stadt. assemblies for skiving and splitting machines are
transferred to here.

1967

more than 50.000 skiving machines and over 250 leather splitting machines have left the plant.



1972

more than 150.000 grinding splindles have left the plant. the splitting machine naf 470 and the round grinding
machines of the f-series are ready to be launched.

1985

development of a new generation of hsc milling spindles.

1991

the first computer-controlled skiving machine cs4, worldwide, for the shoe and leather industries is introduced at the
ims in pirmasens.

1994

the production division for grinding machines closes.

1996

new reorganization and firmation of the divisions leather and spindles:spindles --> fortuna-werke maschinenfabrik
gmbhleather --> fortuna spezialmaschinen gmbh

two innovations are ready to be launched: the computer-controlled skiving machine cs3 as well as the hsc spindle m
120 ao 36/15.

1997

both companies are being certified according to iso 9001.

1998

development of a new computer-controlled skiving machine csp for the paper and packaging industry as well as a
computer-controlled skiving machine cs6 for the shoe and leather goods industries.

2000

development of new hf milling spindles with exchangeable plug-in spindles.

2001

a world novelty is being introduced at the ims in pirmasens: the network compatible skiving machine csn1.

2002

the spa750 with 750 mm splitting width complements the splitting machine program.

fortuna spezialmaschinen gmbh has found a new, strategic partner with pmf. the new 100% partner is active in similar
market segments with its diversified product program, ideally complementing fortuna‘s program. subsequently,
strategic growth perspectives are arising for both companies.



2005

fortuna takes the first step into the construction of complete lines in the segment of beverage packaging in cooperation
with their partner ipbm (geneva)

new formation of the company structure. foundation of the ullmer holding gmbh and the ullmer real estate
managemet gmbh. the holding possess from now on all share to 100% of the fortuna spezialmaschinen gmbh, pmf
gmbh and the real estate management company.

本产品的别名是铲皮机片薄机片皮机，品牌是德国Fortuna牌，型号是CS6
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